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What does Adam know that you don’t know?  It may be what remission from Crohn’s
feels like.  And if you were to ask him, he would say it feels “Great!”  It feels so
great, in fact, he would like to tell you his story.  Particularly impressive, is that his
remission has lasted now for 14 years.  You might want to listen.
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I have told his story in the past, in this post:

(Click image to open)

Sure, you can take my word for it (and you should), but there is nothing like hearing
it from the source.  In the presentation, Adam tells the story of how he struggled
with Crohn’s, and how it all turned around by following The Makers Diet.  You may
not believe diet  has much to offer the Crohn’s patient,  but then you would be
wrong.  Many are the reports of remission from Crohn’s by diet therapy, and when
medications were not fulfilling their promise.  You can read the stories of others by
clicking on the images below.  But first, listen to the podcast.
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Adam’s story is also told in a YouTube in the following video–and you can see him in
action, doing what he loves to do.  Curious?  Watch the video.

https://impactofvitamind.com/war-stories-adam/
https://youtu.be/IrmX3daFwVM


As a footnote: If you would like to learn more about this most impressive gentleman
(and talented actor), you can get better acquainted with him by visiting his website.
Adam Dunlap | SAG-AFTRA Actor.
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DISCLAIMER:  This  article  is  offered  solely  for  informational  purposes.  The
information  contained  therein  and  opinions  expressed  should  be  evaluated  for
accuracy and validity in the context of opposing data, new information, and the
views and recommendations of a qualified health care professional, and not to be
substituted for professional judgment and guidance or to provide a reason to neglect
or delay appropriate medical care for self or for others. It is the reader and reader
only who bears the responsibility for any actions that could be construed as being a
response to the information presented. The statements and opinions expressed by
the  author  have  not  been  reviewed  or  approved  by  the  FDA or  by  any  other
authoritative body,  nor is  the author endorsing any product or specific  therapy
mentioned. This article and the opinions contained therein are offered to the reader
to broaden his or her understanding of the issues discussed and to help identify
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options that may be suitable for the individual to pursue, on behalf of self or others,
under approval and direction of a qualified physician or medical team member. All
questions  of  a  medical  nature  which  arise  from reading  this  article  should  be
directed  at  qualified  health  care  professional.  There  are  no  guarantees  that  a
suggested website  and internal  links are safe to  visit  or  open or  are currently
available.
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